Abstract Automatically deriving only individual don't-care minterms that can effectively reduce a Boolean logic expressions are being investigated. Don't-care conditions play an important role in optimizing logic design. The type of unknown don't-care minterms that can always reduce the number of product terms in Boolean expression are referred as single hypothetical don't-care (S-HDC) minterms. This paper describes the Quasi Quine-McCluskey method that systematically derives S-HDC minterms. For the most part, this method is similar to the original Quine-McCluskey method in deriving the prime implicants. However, the Quasi Quine-McCluskey method further derives S-HDC minterms by applying so-called a combinatorial comparison operation. Upon completion of the procedure, the designer can review generated S-HDC minterms to test its appropriateness for a particular application.
Introduction
The number of product terms in Boolean expressions is closely related to logic-based designs [1] . Because of this, the designers often face the challenge of finding the most efficient way to optimize and manipulate logic based designs. In doing so, the process can involve not only finding an equivalent logic expression, but it can also involve identifying specific conditions in which Boolean expressions can be even further simplified.
These types of elements in a logical design could be considered as a "degree of freedom" [2] [3] [8] . In such cases, a user is allowed to optimize the specified design based on the degree of freedom.
Therefore, exploring alternative solutions is
The type of don't-care minterms which this method is concerned with is one that can always combine with some other Boolean expression product terms. In effect, it produces less product terms in the end. This special type of don't-care
conditions is referred as a single hypothetical don't-care (S-HDC) minterm in this paper. Unlike a typical don't-care minterm, each S-HDC minterm is guaranteed to minimize existing Boolean logic expressions by eliminating at least one product term.
In pursuit of deriving S-HDC minterms, we examine the applicability of the Karnaugh Map [9] and the Quine-McCluskey method [10] . These
Boolean minimization methods, which are extremely popular, are relatively simple to use. These techniques are widely discussed in digital design books such as [1] [11] [12] . Until recently, there have been various attempts to explore both methods in order to extend and optimize these techniques [13] [14] [15] . In this paper, the original Quine-McCluskey method [10] was slightly modified for ease of use. At the same time, the method has been modified in order to derive S-HDC minterms. (3, 6, 7, 15) . method is similar to the method suggested by [14] .
Let us consider the Boolean function ∑ (3, 6, 7, 15) once again. The following procedures are essential steps for the first part.
Step Step 3. Continue to compare minterm differences from each block to identify prime implicants until all groupings become complete.
As in the Quine-McCluskey method, the iterations need to continue until all prime implicants can are derived.
In this example, since each minterm from one block is different from its adjacent block, no further iteration is required. This procedure derived three prime implicants as a result. Each prime implicants are marked with "**" in Table 1 .
Step 4. Use a prime implicant chart to select Table 2 . The goal in this step is to find a minimum amount of prime implicants to cover every minterm. In this case, all of the prime implicants must be selected to cover the minterms which are listed on the top of the chart. Hence, all of the prime implicants need to be selected in order to cover the minterms which are placed on the top horizontal cells in the table.
Step For example, the largest member minterm for the prime implicant (3,7)4 is 7, and the M-diff value is 4. Thus, "0111" intersecting "0100" would result in "0x11". In essence, the "x" mark is used to cross out the intersected 1's. "0x11" is equivalent to
Boolean product term a'cd. By converting all of the remaining binary numbers back to Boolean product terms, we end up with a'cd+a'bc+bcd in the end. Therefore, it should be removed from the list.
In Table 4 Table 5 , the simplified expression for this Boolean function is a'c'+a'd+bc'+bd. 
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For the second part of the method, the process is slightly more complex for this Boolean function.
The complete operations needed to derive S-HDC minterms are shown in Table 6 .
Here, the combinatorial operations can be Since the method describe in this paper derives a S-HDC minterm based on recognizing 3 adjacent minterms, it has a minimizing effect on a group of 7 adjacent minterms as well. Therefore, the skip and valid procedures which was described earlier works for cases beyond Iteration II. The suitability of S-HDC minterms are left up to a designer. Since they are purely hypothetical information from designer's standpoint, the designer has to make a decision whether these can be applied for a particular application. It should be stressed that the basic premise of using S-HDC minterms is that in certain situations changing or sacrificing logical condition is acceptable in order to obtain a minimized Boolean expression.
For future works, a wider range of S-HDC minterm patterns involving larger variable problems can be considered. For example, instead of only considering "single" don't-care conditions, "dual" don't-care conditions can be considered as well. In such a case, a pair of don't-care minterms or a combination of both pair and S-HDC minterms would produce greater minimizing effects in general.
Also, we could also consider cases, where 
